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Comments: To be honest, this is one of the best documents that I have read, a truly outstanding scoping, and I

have read literally l00's of such documents, many requiring 100-page responses, over my nearly 80-year lifetime.

Yet, despite its genuine perfection, parts of it I could not brook; parts of it even made me laugh with snide

disaffection.

 

For example, on page 14, the scoping document rambles, "Only herbicides that have been approved for use in

the state of California ... EPA ... would be used." In other words, you weren't contemplating breaking the law, or

you do break the law, and you were reminding us that you were promising not to break the pesticide law this

time.

 

I thought, "Okay, where is your concomitant statement for roads: "We will drive only vehicles registered for the

road with drivers who fully licensed to drive them, and we will drive them on the right side of the road and stop for

all stop signs as we encounter them." Obviously, the aforementioned statement about herbicides is whitewash in

the true meaning of the word.

 

Why were you motivated to say it, that you are going to obey herbicide law and not violate the law? Why was that

even necessary to say?

 

Law books in CA used to refer to herbicides as "economic poisons" before the advertising term "herbicide" was

adopted. Poisons are inherently unsafe and are used for economic prosperity; their history of government

approval has been a history of assurances falsified by time. Your lack of honesty here is outrageous. You could

have said, "Oh, we're going to use agrichemicals, but we won't use Diquat that the illegal cannabis growers use

on public lands." That is the inference.

 

Maybe you should say, "We will use pest plant poisons, but we will follow the label as the law requires us to do."

 

I think the point to be observed is that you will use herbicides that can result in untoward impacts on the forest

environment. I feel that I must elaborate here to be clear, crisp and concise.

 

The science of toxicology made the era of agrichemicals possible, and you are using agrichemicals as a forestry

practice. The US Forest Service lacks a single toxicologist on its nationwide staff, but you can, if you want,

dabble in the science on line by taking the free on-line course TOXTUTOR offered by the National Library of

Medicine- or, for a penetrating look at the politics behind agrichemicals, watch the 20-minute Youtube video "The

full story: Pesticide Peril" to glean insights. I recommend both.

 

Okay, you are using agrichemicals but you are using them within the realm of the law. Does that have fallout for

forest health? This should be your concern, and the answer is "Yes, it does."

 

Because you made me laugh, having to state that you will use registered agrichemicals and obey the law with

them, as opposed, I suppose, to unregistered chemicals, like Diquat, obtained from the Mexican black market, I

am reminded that Washington's Army in 1776 used muskets, not machine guns, against British forces from the

fatherland to gain freedom by British tyranny. The infamous DDT was a musket - whose manufacture was

banned in the U.S. in 1972. It was great stuff, it got rid of head lice in soldiers during WWII, and as an

agrichemical, it wiped the largest heron rookeries East of the Rockies because its breakdown product DDE

softened the shells of Black-crowned Night Herons and made them too fragile for the birds to incubate. One such

rookery in Winton Woods, near Cincinnati, reported a decline in the population of more than 1000 nesting pairs to



fewer than 10 nesting pairs in ten years. But the U.S. continued to manufacture DDT after 1972 which was sold

in markets around the world, including Mexico, where the stuff got into the food chain and threatened peregrine

falcons in the tier of southern states from California to Texas - elsewhere it moved in silent waves through the

food chain, making peregrines endangered. A decade ago, during the Obama administration, the world entered a

treaty to ban organochlorine pesticides like DDT; Article VI of our Constitution makes this treaty U.S. law: "This

Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all the Treaties

made... shall be the supreme Law of the Land, and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby... " So you

felt the impulse to state that you won't be using organochlorine pesticides banned by treaty by stating "registered"

herbicides only, omitting that many of the agrichemicals that you have used, now deemed unsafe, have lost their

registration.

 

The problem with economic poisons is that they are all broader than the target species, and you don't state this.

Chlorpyralid is used on yellowstar thistle (Centauria) but it kills native Centauria too. You don't refine your target

by stating, "We will spot-pray only." SCIENCE in 1995 reported the research in Michigan's Lake Siskiwit, on Isle

Royal National Park, an island isolated in Lake Superior, the cleanest of the great lakes. Here researchers cored

an isolated, landlocked lake on an island that never saw industry or agriculture, and yet the sediments they

cored, laid down after 1940, had trace PCBs and toxaphene - the pesticide used on cotton. When scientists

cored the Arctic ice, they found trace toxaphene in the layers put down after 1940. To my knowledge not a single

boll of cotton was ever grown in the Arctic, yet toxaphene is there. Several studies found endosulfan, once used

on valley nut crops, in high-Sierra streams, affecting frogs with birth defects. The National Park Service released

its WACAP report that sampled brook trout in high-elevation streams in western national parks (the cleanest of

clean water) and found mercury, dieldrin and DDT in all of the trout, sometimes above the EPA's safe[shy]

consumption threshold. El Caho sued Western Agriculture for contamination of its organic flowers from pesticide

drift and was awarded a million dollars. Where is your statement "zero drift." You don't state it, because you

expect drift with DPR-registered herbicides. You can't contain what you use to a target species, and you don't

circumscribe the impacts beyond the target species.

 

The scoping document has these risible lapses - you state that you will use allowable herbicides according to law

but you fail to list the impacts that may, and will, result from judicious use. To be honest and balanced, you

should at least specify that USFS vehicles will stop for stop signs; because it's not controversial.

 

Despite my sharp criticism, the SERAL scoping document achieves excellence and is topnotch, but I write to find

fault with it, not to praise SERAL.

 

I was bothered by the undefined verbiage "sustainable safe recreation" that appeared early on in the document.

Was does it mean? Did you mean "sustainable and safe recreation "or did you mean "sustainably safe

recreation" whatever that may be. Rock-climbing has inherent risks, and the recreation, especially free-climbing,

is unsafe. The use of pitons, back when I did mountain rescue, marred the rock walls - relic pitons still exist in

Yosemite, momentoes of the 1940's climbing expeditions that left them behind. Did you mean "sustainable, safe

recreation" or "sustainably safe recreation" or "sustainable and safe recreation?" I gather you understand the

meaning of sustainable, defined by many authorities as "environment, economy and community" and

paraphrased as people, profits, planet in some circles. You outline that, and I give you high marks for knowing it.

But "sustainable safe recreation" is confusing, what does it mean?

 

I also dislike the way wildfires were graded in the document. You mention by name Rim, Thomas, Camp,

Donnell, Ferguson to make a point that the scales of vulnerability are tipping. Wildfires trend toward greater

damages, and the damages posed by these threats can be lessened by forest management. But that is an

economic focus, perhaps a community focus, but it's not an environment focus. If you showed environmental

damage caused by megafires, you'd show a photo of "fire freeze" where super-heated winds (fire storms make

their own weather) freeze-dry leaves or needles and blow them all in one direction. You see trees that escape the

wildfire, their leaves all pointing (for example) due South, the direction of the wind, in an eerily ominous manner -



but dried, the phenomenon is fragile and lasts only till the next gust, then the tree is bare. Or what about soil (the

forest in entropy!). USFS author Chris Maser writes about sterilization, recalling an African post-harvest burn

where all replants died - the soil must team with mycorrhizal spores after a fue, and super-heated fires from

overdosed fuel burns the spores. In a normal fire setting, mice burrow into the ground and the fire passes over

them, leaving them untouched. After the flames pass, the mice return, pooping - and their scat re-inoculates the

soil with needed spores. The hotter the fire, the fewer of these interlopers survive. Soil can be burnt - robbed of

its nutrients by superheat. Or sealed shut so that infiltration ceases, and the soil unnaturally repels water. The

size of the fire, the cost of the fire, isn't a good reckoning. What counts is a measure of resilience - the USDA

once defined the health of the soil as the capacity to self-renew without intervention. If we grade fire, we should

grade them on their injury to soil and water, on their resilience to disturbance, not to their acres in size and

economic losses.

 

I was disturbed by the approach "reducing fire threat to ... critical infrastructure." 100 years ago the USFS was

going to stop fires from burning and stop the waste of sawtimber resources. When trees were harvested,

contractors burnt the remains of the clearcut. Red spruce were harvested or burnt, commercially more valuable

species like Ponderosa Pine were replanted. (I am reminded of Chris Maser's words, "Nobody reforests, all we

do is re-tree.") I think the document needs to amplify on reducing fire threat - what does that mean? There are

two components to reducing fue threat. One, of course, is ably depicted in the short YouTube

 

video by Paul Hessberg; the other side is reviewed by USFS fue engineer in Missoula, MT, Jack Cohen, and his

partner the NFPA (the National Fire Protection Association in Quincy, MA, that gives us the National Electric

Code). The pair have three videos on Youtube which are worth seeing. He echoes what so many have said in the

past. The CDF's textbook THE CALIFORNIA i-ZONE has a chapter on code reform - we have hurricane codes,

we have flood codes, we have no - WUI codes. CalFire ridiculously spouts and blathers about fire-safe

vegetation. In fact, in its community fire safe kit of the 1980 it listed safe plants ("toyon Christmasberry" was

named) and flammable plants that every California homeowner should extirpate ("toyon Christmasberry" was

named!) The truth is that trees bum, standing and green or flat, milled and nailed. Defensible space has to do

with selling "more fue-fighters and more fire stations" to the public. CalFire's policy is designed to put "an engine

in every yard" to reduce infrastructure losses. It didn't work in the CAMP fire the other year; it didn't work in the

Stumpfield Fire 40 years ago. It's not going to work tomorrow.

 

The SERAL Project alone won't spare the fate of matchbox houses. In fact, Jack Cohen has pointed to the

ignitability of homes is the main problem, and in the state of Washington homes ignited wildfires. Trees bum,

standing and green, or flat, milled and nailed. Defensible space stops flame contact; USFS Jack Cohen and the

NFPA have build mock homes and simulation wildfires to see how infrastructure ignites. Ember showers are the

number one cause yet CalFire says nothing about ember entry points - CalFire spins a yarn about fire-resistive

landscaping instead.

 

The SERAL scoping document is no better, because reducing the threat to infrastructure is two-fold. We must

build ignition-resistance to be resilient. Leo DuLac, a prolific California author, wrote FIREPROOF

HOMEBUILDING and the message never got across to Ca!Fire, or to the Forest Service for that matter.

4/1S/2019 the SACRAMENTO BEE published its ground[shy] breaker, "The weakest link': Why your house may

bum while your neighbor's survives the next wildfire." March 29, 2019, The WALL STREET JOURNAL wrote

about California's fire season, "(page Ml) Prepared for the Worst" about a home designed to survive. In May

2004, page 78, FINE HOMEBUILDING magazine, page 78, sent the same message "Fire-Wise Construction."

Indeed, California architect Frank Lloyd Wright wrote free plans for IS00-sq-ft home in the WUI which he

published in the LADIES HOME JOURNAL. When will we ever learn, when will we ever learn.

 

Get real - "reducing fire threat to ... critical infrastructure [SERAL scoping]" is a two[shy] pronged project.

Thinning fuel can help, reducing ignitability of forests, but reducing the ignitability of homes and power lines with

code changes is half the battle. California (and CalFire) is not serious about wildfires. We need code changes.



The Calaveras County Fuel Reduction Plan preplanned a 30,000 gal fire-fighting cistern for the middle of

Deardorff Road, a one-lane county road, when CPUD says it has a water line on Deardorff Road that needs a

hydrant. To upgrade its fire code, Calaveras County did one thing in twenty years - it required shared driveways

to be two lanes of travel-no secondary escape route, but two lanes of traffic. Developers can still build

subdivisions in box canyons, but to reconcile with the woefully outdated Public Resources Code, a shared

driveway should be two lanes! Lawyer Philip K Howard in his book THE DEATH OF COMMON SENSE, page S,

writes, "Even serene suburban landscapes are stamped out of the law's mold. Have you ever noticed how new

housing subdivisions have an open, almost empty look? It isn't just the absence of trees. The streets are fifty feet

wide, about SO percent wider than streets were than a few decades ago. Why? Because traffic engineers who

wrote the standard code after World War II believed that streets should be wide enough to allow two fue engines

going in opposite directions to pass each other at SO miles per hour." Therein is the gist of fire prevention in

California's PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE. Want me to tell you a fue prevention joke? "Ca!Fire" and that's the

hilarious punch line!

 

The SERAL scoping document comes across as a joke too. Pages 7, 8 and even 14 talk about "strategic fue

management features' which it demarcates as "fuel breaks, prepared roadsides and defensible space" to "reduce

the fire risk to communities and infrastructure." If ember showers ignite homes, and as Jack Cohen has shown

scientifically, gutters catch leaf litter and ignite from embers - we should be talking about gutterless homes -

outlawing gutters in a WUI code, or encouraging overhang edges with rocked drip zones below them for

infiltration. California has a problem with infiltration: we design everything to channelize flows ocean-ward. Roads

are artificial watercourses according to UCCE, huge, magnified gutters with inboard designs, ditches and culverts

in forestland, made for drainage, not recharge

 

Why is it that a timber state like Wyoming recommends building patios instead of decks, inasmuch as CalFire is

mum - is it because CDF's mission is marketing timber and California is a leading producer of decking materials?

The bulk of literature on fire prevention focuses on the myth of fire-resistive

 

landscaping. Nobody talks of banning gutters or decks. Nobody talks of the benefits of double-panes - instead we

have a law that fixes the size of defensible space. Now SERAL talks about the fire-prevention BMPs called

"fuelbreaks, prepared roadsides and defensible space." Defensible space is a euphemism for "an engine in every

yard" and "prepared roadside" is a buzzword for fue-resistive landscaping applied to roadways. What happened

to Jack Cohen and the NFPA when this SERAL document was written?

 

Clean water is our most important forest product, and a prepared roadside is one that applies the principle of

surface-spreading rather than channelization (which the forest service used to allow allotment owners to do to

snaky meadow streams). We want recharge, not runoff Roads need not be artificial streams. Yet, there's not a

word about road ecology, the ecology of totem road, in the SERAL document. All that's mentioned, iterated and

reiterated, is roads as fire-fighting BMPs. Not a word is said about code reform, about removing ignitability from

infrastructure design, about water infiltration and soil holding capacities - water is a noneconomic good,

sawtimber and its nemesis wildfire are economically important - a wildfire being negative board feet. And a boost

to the lumber market

 

I thought the SERAL document was skewed economically and very omitting of a focus on the forest environment.

For example, UC-Riverside just released a report on native bees and wildfire, concluding or suggesting that

wildfires stimulate native bee populations which forage better during droughts than European honey bees which

often decline in numbers during droughts. Given that two of every three bites of food rely on bees, native or

European, wildfire is a big investment in California's agriculture. The economics of water, the economics of bees,

play second fiddle to prepared roadsides and fuelbreaks in the SERAL document.

 

I should mention that there are other BMPs to consider, not just the GREEN BOOK - there's the BAERcat

(catalog ofpost-fue BMPs that neither USFS or CalFire seems to know of). The USDA-NRCS admits that it



access to its conservation practice standards (BMPs also) is unwieldy, but in 20 years, it has yet to correct the

deficiency. You can't even run off an entire code book of their practice standards, but the Calaveras County

Grading ordinance incorporates these BMPs.

 

Economic goods like sawtimber and biomass are repeated and repeated, but the SERAL scoping document

lacks a discussion of elderberries. For years the Vliet family of Glencoe made an annual family outing to collect

elderberries for consumption, and have seen that USFS policies forced an elderberry decline over the years.

Elderberries like water or like bees is not an economic good, and wildfire reduction has to do with protecting

wealth - protecting economic goods. Ecology is a second thought, though considered in the document.

 

I discovered in reading the document that SERAL defines surfactants: "Surfactants are materials that facilitate

the activity of herbicides although emulsifying, wetting, spreading or otherwise modifying the properties of liquid

chemicals." Surfactants are also called adjuvants and sometimes vehicles, and what should have been said was

that FIFRA (our nation's pesticide law) requires companies to safety-test active ingredients, but surfactants (even

though they are toxic) are not tested. Before 1985, the USDA randomly tested foodstuffs for residual surfactants

for example, high phthalates in avocados - but we stopped testing when the residues became too high. Why talk

about surfactants, why define them? Actually, surfactants change the physical properties of the herbicide, like a

spray nozzle that curbs drift - and most surfactants are known to enhance the toxic effects through addition or

synergistically. Piperonyl butoxide is a pyretluoid synergist, making pyretluoid 20 times more potent; yet, some

labels do not list it as an active ingredient of dog shampoos, because the company deems it inert under FIFRA.

The company that manufactures a formulation decides what the active ingredients are and what the surfactants

and vehicles are. The applicator decides the nozzle that determines and sets the drift pattern. SERAL doesn't talk

of nozzles and drift patterns, it whitewashes surfactants by omission of their multiple effects.

 

The SERAL document comes across almost as bogus whitewash - a clearcut con job - in its treatment of

agrichemicals. I believe there's an overemphasis on the economics in the document too.

 

I was dismayed to see another form of doubletalk. The SERAL stated goal is to reduce fuel loads - objectively by

thinning, masticating and prescribed fires. Mastication alone does not reduce fuel loads - it merely converts

understory fuels to ground fuel. The biomass hasn't changed at all.

 

Meadows were poorly discussed because we have four distinct types of meadows - those perpetuated by fire,

those perpetuated by grazing, those perpetuated by periodic flooding that includes wet

 

meadows. Wet meadows have a geology unlike vernal pools which are rock bowls that collect water like

Cranberry Glades in West Virginia. Wet meadows have underlying rock that forces subsurface flows to the

surface, and when the hydrologic pressure is great, the water table reaches ground level, killing off trees. In

prairies, frequent fues kill the invading trees and perpetuate the prairie meadows. Grazing perpetuates meadows

too, but cows alter the species composition - preferring the ice cream plants and avoiding the cod-liver-oil plants

that they find distasteful. A famous Australian range scientist suggests that once grazed, a meadow can never be

restored to its original climax. The advent of cheatgrass into the forests and meadows probably means fue in

meadows where fue normally wasn't. Cheatgrass, a fire-climax invasive species, may change the fire regime of

the forest or meadow.

 

Page 13 examines invasive species - curation rather than prevention. Invasive species are generally ranked by

economics, not by their ecology, mostly. Klamathweed is one story that I choose to remember. John M

Kingsbury, in his veterinary reference POINSOUS PLANTS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA quotes an

extension report that dubs klamathweed, a hypericum, "the greatest cause of financial loss to livestock owners of

California." The invasive weed was driven back to less than I% of its original range by the bug Chrysolina

quadrigemina -I hope I spelled it correctly. Biocontrols work but the nation switched its direction to chemicals, and

I detect that favoritism in the Forest Service.



 

Halogeton tells yet another story. Apparently this fire-climax species invaded with kurakuli sheep in the 1890's

but it wasn't noticed or collected for an herbarium till 1936. During the war, soldiers needed wool, and wool-

growers were asked to bump up production which they did by overgrazing. Overgrazing allowed the

noncompetitor Halogeton (which is poisonous to sheep) to edge out other species and gain a greater hold on the

range. After the war, Cooperative Extension told ranchers who lost sheep to the toxic weed to bum the fire[shy]

climax adventive from the Steppes of Russia, bum it off the range. Spraying diesel from planes, they lit the

infested rangeland, acres with less than I0% halogeton came back 90% halogeton. Halogeton came back ten-

fold because it is a terrific seeder. As more and more sheep died, LIFE photographers who photographed dead

bodies on the fields of France put dead sheep on the front cover of LIFE. Reader's Digest published "Poison

Rides the Range," the story that resulted in the Halogeton Act of 1954 allocating more money to extenninate this

plant than what BLM had to manage all its millions of acres. Perhaps the key turning point in the passage of the

Act was a story in Idaho's magazine THE WOOL GROWER (Idaho is the McCarthy state, in reference to the

Senator who investigated the Red Scare). The article in THE WOOL GROWER was titled, 'Another Russian

Invades the U.S." The USFS is still home to a lot of these Russian invaders, but the odor of greenbacks caught

the attention of chemicals companies that had toxic wastes to bury - and these companies reformulated their

toxic wastes into pesticides which the USFS buries on its forestland.

 

CalIPC's biggest donors are makers of these chemicals, and like the U.S. Forest Service, CalIPC tends to think

in terms of chemicals - if you know only hammers, the solution to every problem is a nail.

 

Sadly, I find yet another fault with SERAL, an exceptional document. The SERAL scoping talks about

decommissioning roads - the roadbase is compaction, and how does one decommission compaction? Trees do it

over time, and in the 1920's, the Forest Service banned the use of forest roads seasonally - during wet seasons

to guard against compaction and rutting - ruts channelize flows into runoff and erode soils. Farmers can now buy

"floatation" tires to prevent the mischief of compaction, and horse-logging is often touted for its reduction in

compaction. The USFS has yet to determine the decline in infiltration of rain water due to compaction over the

decades. It is often cited that pavements in the U.S. if they were consolidated into one location would cover the

square miles of the state of Mississippi - representing a sizable drop in continental infiltration and recharge.

California's Water Resources Control Board refused to address the issue in the latest version of the Water Plan

update. Compaction has economic implications, but so far the Forest Service has successfully ignored it.

 

Despite my incisive, even searing, comments on the SERAL scoping document, it is well-founded and on good

ground- we need prescribed fire to substitute for high-intensity mega-fires, and the Forest Service is headed in

the right direction with it. The SERAL scoping document wins kudos for foundational excellence and science.

 

I am reminded that Indiana is the state with the most orchid species, but many orchids grow after fires, Indiana's

yellowwood state forest no longer has a living yellowwood tree in it. And a great many orchids are missing.

Biodiversity cannot come with mastication or thinning alone, fire is a primary

 

necessity for a healthy forest ecosystem. The Forest Service has a number of reports that underscore this,

including GTR 220. The SERAL scoping document seems to put thinning and mastication on the same plane as

prescribed fire, and they

 

are not. Dr York, a prescribed fire specialist, repeatedly quotes the importance of fire "Fire in the Sierra[shy]

Nevadas is essential as rain." The USFS can manage fire with prescribed bums and can manage rain with better

infiltration and thinning. The SERAL document, I agree, is on the right track, and I hope that the EIS is perfected

so that I need not comment on the EIS's final draft.

 

Citations

 



YouTube's video titled "The full story: pesticide peril" The representative story repeats itself with other pesticides.

Humans are thought to be among the non-target species affected. For example, OPs (diazinon, chlorpyrifos,

malathion) lie behind what the journal NATURE calls "the silent epidemic of neurodevelopmental disorders."

Maneb, diquat, paraquat, cyperquat, rotenone bring about Parkinson's Disease 40-50 years after exposure.

 

EPA brochure "Reduce health risks in areas with wildfire smoke:" Smoke is unhealthy. Burning CCA-treated

wood, for example, spews arsene gas, a chemical weapon. Fire is best for the forest, thinning and mastication

are best for logging companies and machinery dealers.

 

Smoke is headed to become a controversy in forest management.

 

CA-state Fire Safe Council brochure "Is your Home Hardened to Survive a Wildfire Ember Stotm?" Embers, not

flames, ignite homes. The brochure is outstanding, except for gutter advice - wildfires blow leaves into gutters

which ignite. Wildfire policy in California has to be two-pronged: one, reduce the fuel overload of the forest; two,

reduce the ignitability of structures. Harden the home and harden the forest!

 

FINE HOMEBUILDING's 1995 article on the Laguna Beach fire and its one survivor built to withstand a wildfire.

There are no insurance incentives to build a fire-fit home; no code to make it happen, But a fire safe home can be

cheaper to build than a traditional home. Insurance payouts after the Butte Fire required homeowners to rebuild

with the same inherent construction flaws that promote ignitability.

 

Reference book THE CALIFORNIA I-ZONE. In 1989 the timber lobby demanded that CalFire rate wood shakes,

treated with retardant, the same as metal panel roofs, because both passed and failed the same outdated

engineering tests.

 

Jack Cohen and NFPA have a series of videos on YouTube, ill-directed but potent with information on ignitability.

The fable of the three little pigs is apropos: one builds a house of straw, one builds a house of sticks, one builds a

house of bricks. The big bad wolf blows the houses down - except for the brick home. It's a message that no one

in California gets.

 

Reducing the fire risk in CA by forest treatments alone is like playing the Star-Spangled Banner on the piano with

black keys only; it can't be done.


